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Topic   :    (Attention)



(Attention)

 (Power)

 (i)  (Selective) 

(ii)  

(iii)  

 (Dynamic) 

(Meditation) 

 

 



 (Adjustment)

(selective mental process) 

(Chaplin), 1975 

(Attention means the process that selects certain 

inputs for inclusion in the focus of experience”)   

(Morgam, king weirg & schopler), 

1986 

(“Attention is the term given to perceptual process proceses that 

select certain imputs for inclusion in our conscious experience or 

awareness at any given time.”)



(Matlin, 1983)

(Attention is concentration of mutual activity)  

(Attention is a selective mental process in which the person by 

adopting certain bodily feature is set to bring certain stimuli into focus of 

consciousness). 

(i) 

 (Attention is a selective mental process)

(ii) 

(Attention involves bodily adjustment)

(iii) 

(Attention involves the state of readiness or responsiveness)

(iv) 

(Attention is limited span or range)

(v) 

(Attention has the property of fluctuation and shifting))

(vi) 

(There occurs division in attention)



(Type of Attention) 

  

(Voluntary Attention) 

(Involuntary Attention) 

(Habitual Attention) 

(Determinants of Attention) 

(External Attention) 



i (Nature of Stimulus) 

ii (Intensity of Stimulus) 

iii (Size of Stimulus) 

iv (Location of Stimulus) 

v (Novelty of Stimulus) 

vi (Duration of Stimulus) 

vii (Movement of Stimulus) 



viii (Repetition of Stimulus) 

ix (Contrastness of Stimulus) 

x (Change in the Stimulus) 

xi (Unique of Stimulus) 

(Internal Determinants)

i (Motives)

ii (Needs)



iii (Interest)

iv (Mental Set)

v (Values)

vi (Habits)

vii (Past Experience and Training)

(Principle of Attention)

(Broadbent’s Filter Theory, 1958)  

(Norman and Bobrow’s theory, 1957) 

 (Neiser’s Theory, 1976)

(Broadbent’s Filter Theory)



(Filter Mechanism)

(Treisman, 1964)

(Filter attentuation Model) 

(Partial) 

(Normal & Bobrow’s Theory, 1957)

(Neisser Model, 1976)

(Shaffer, 1976) 



(Selective Attention)

(selective attention) 

(Matlin), 1983 

(“Selective attention is the phenomenon in which we concentrate over only one 

activity and notice very little about other activities.”)

(mental 

performance) 



(mental 

performance) 

(Cherry), 1953  

Moray

(Selective attention)

(Span of Attention)

(stimuli) (consciousness)

(selective process)



(adjustment) (factors)

(objective factor)

(subjective factor)

(aspects) 

(span of attention) (distraction of attention)

(fluctuation of attention) 

(selective Mental 

process) (stimuli) 

(span of attention) 

(dots) (letters) (digits) (lines) 

(Sir William Hamilton, 1859) 

(Jevons, 1871) (subject) 

(trials) 

(apparatus) 

(tachistoscope) 



(factors) (Freeman, 

1916) (dots) 

(grooping) 

(Oberly, 1924) (Cooper, 

1928) 

(prvious training) 

(Hunter 

and Sigler, 1940) 

(intensity of light) (duration of 

exposure) 

(exposure time) 

(Summing-up)

(Selective attention) 

(attention) 



(Model Questions)

Define attention and describe its characteristics. 

Explain different phenomena of attention with examples. 

What do you mean by span of attention? Describe its determinans. 


